Libs, Cons? No difference!
Tracy Gray MP, Conservative
Party has no plans to control
spending; and will spend
even more under the guise of
economic support.
In a column posted June 25th, Tracy
Gray highlights how the Liberals and
the Conservatives are both Spend &
Tax parties. Neither offers a real solution for the economy. The ruling Liberals
continue to print huge sums of money (debt) which they are creating out of thin
air. They spend this on poorly designed and run relief programs rife with corruption
and shrinkage and with no increase in economic value, but which drive inflation up.
To repay this debt, they plan to increase existing and introduce new taxes on
Canadians.
MP Gray and the Conservatives propose to spend even MORE, their position being
that some industries have not received enough subsidies from the already stressed
Canadian taxpayer.
Remember that the economic difficulties were created by government actions with
their poorly thought out, badly implemented and unscientific lockdowns of
individuals, businesses, schools and business and tourist travel. Despite a trillion
dollars already spent, they continue to throw money at the problem when simply
re-opening is the only relief businesses need. Big Government lives by the mantra
“never let a good crisis go to waste” to initiate their Great Reset and become even
larger with more control over the economy and intrude into every aspect of our
life.
The People’s Party has a Platform that is based on the certainty that a free market
will grow and provide both the prosperity of a strong economy and a sustainable
tax base only when Government reduces barriers by having reduced, sensible levels
of both regulation and taxation. The Kelowna-Lake Country PPC will oppose Tracy
Gray and her tax and spend agenda and any similar agenda by any other party.

